Basic worksheet- 8
Subject: English
Name of the Student: ____________________________

Grade :2

Date: 28/04/2020

Helping verbs
 Helping verb supports the main verb. Sometimes helping verb itself acts as a
main verb .
Have, Has
 Use have with I, You, We and They .
 Use has with He, She and It .

I.

Fill in the blanks with have or has :
1. Moksha___________ two pencils .
2. I _________ a pet dog .
3. She _______ a beautiful dress.
4. You _______ many books .
5. Peacock is a beautiful bird .It __________ a crown on its head .
6. They ___________many plants in their garden .
7. We ___________ to follow the school rule .

II.

State True / False for the given statements:
1. The teacher have a globe with her.

[

]

2. Tanya has a beautiful doll.

[

]

3. We have a surprise gift for all.

[

]

4. Rehan have a new car.

[

]

5. You have a bottle of water.

[

]

6. I has to finish my work by today.

[

]
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III. Complete the paragraph using the words we or they

.

A visit to the Zoo

Last week________ went to the zoo.______ bought tickets and entered the zoo. First
_____ went to the see the monkeys .______were jumping from one tree to another ._________
were chattering ._________enjoyed watching them .
Then ________ went to see the birds .__________ were chirping ._________saw the talking
parrot .Then ________ went further ahead and saw the lions and the tigers ._________were
fierce._________also saw the Royal Bengal Tiger .It was drinking water .____________enjoyed
our visit to the zoo.
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IV. Look at the picture and answer True (T), False (F) or we don’t
know (?).

1. It is a winter.

(

)

2. The beach is in Italy.

(

)

3. Three children are building a sandcastle.

(

)

4. There are no animals at the beach.

(

)

5. It is not allowed to swim.

(

)

6. The boy who is reading book is wearing a bathing suit.

(

)

7. A girl is flying a kite.

(

)

8. The bird is green.

(

)

9. A man is sunbathing.

(

)

10. The dog name is Rex.

(

)

11. The sun is shining.

(

)

12. There are lots of people in the water.

(

)
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